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QUESTION 1

A table named STATES was created as follows: 

What will happen? 

A. An error will be returned and the operation will fail. 

B. A warning will be returned and the unique index INDX1 will become the index for the primary key. 

C. The primary key will be successfully added and the unique index INDX1 will be dropped and recreated as the primary
key index. 

D. The primary key will be successfully added, the unique index INDX1 will be dropped, and a new index will be created
for the primary key. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is valid about the Row and Column Access Control (RCAC) feature? 

A. A row mask\\'s access control rule is defined by an SQL CASE expression; a column permission\\'s access control
rule is defined by an SQLsearch condition. 

B. A row permission\\'s access control rule is defined by an SQL CASE expression; a column mask\\'s access control
rule is defined by an SQLsearch condition. 

C. A row mask\\'s access control rule is defined by an SQL search condition; a column permission\\'s access control rule
is defined by an SQL CASEexpression. 

D. A row permission\\'s access control rule is defined by an SQL search condition; a column mask\\'s access control rule
is defined by an SQL CASEexpression. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the primary purpose for using the INCLUDE clause with a CREATE UNIQUE INDEX statement? 
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A. To override the limit on index key columns. 

B. To further enforce the uniqueness of index values. 

C. To combine two or more indexes to create a single unique index. 

D. To improve performance of some queries by allowing index-only access. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What type of large object (LOB) is used to store LOB data together with the formatted rows on data pages, instead of in
a separate LOB storage object? 

A. inline 

B. binary 

C. internal 

D. partitioned 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

If no isolation level is specified, what is the default isolation level used? 

A. Cursor Stability (CS) 

B. Repeatable Read (RR) 

C. Read Stability (RS) with Currently Committed semantics 

D. Cursor Stability (CS) with Currently Committed semantics 

Correct Answer: A 
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